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ABSTRACT 
A sign pattern requires (allows) the Pcrron property if’ every (sonw) matrix with 
that sign pattern has its special radius among its c~igenvalurs. \Vc characterize thaw 
sign pattrrns that require the Perron property, which, in a sense, provides a convww 
to the classical Perron-Frobenius theorem. Also, a large class of patterns that allow 
the Perron property is identified, but a complete chanlcterization remains an open 
problem. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
An n-by-n matrix whose entries are chosen from among the formal 
syJnbols +, -, 0 is called a sign-pattern matrix. Naturally associated with a 
sign-pattern matrix A = (ujj) is the class of all real matrices B = (II,,) such 
that sgn /I,, = uij; call this. the sign-pattern class of A. Qualitative matrix 
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theory deals with characterizing the sign-pattern matrices that require (or 
allow) a given property P in the sense that every (or some) matrix in the 
associated sign-pattern class enjoys P. 
Our interest here is in the property that an n-by-n real matrix has its 
spectral radius among its eigenvalues. Call this the Perron property. Accord- 
ing to the Perron-Frobenius theorem, every nonnegative sign-pattern matrix, 
that is, every sign-pattern matrix whose entries are either + or 0, requires 
the Perron property. Of course, there are others. To identify these sign 
patterns, we first define a diagonal real (respectively, sign-pattern) matrix S 
to be a signature matrix if each diagonal entry is + 1 (respectively, +, - >. 
If A is a sign-pattern matrix, multiplication by a signature matrix is unam- 
biguous; and if A is a nonnegative sign-pattern matrix, then any signature 
similarity SAS also requires the Perron property. Of course, signature 
similarity is an equivalence relation on square sign-pattern matrices. Our first 
observation (Section 1) is a characterization of all sign-pattern matrices that 
require the Perron property. This may be viewed as a converse to the 
classical Perron-Frobenius theorem from the point of view of qualitative 
matrix theory. 
We also consider the sign-pattern matrices that allow the Perron prop- 
erty. Of course, not all do. For example, 
does not, but we shall see that the class of sign-pattern matrices that allow 
this property is quite large. Furthermore, since multiplication by a signature 
matrix is unambiguous, if a sign-pattern matrix A allows the Perron property, 
then every signature similarity SAS allows it. We give a sufficient condition, 
but are unable to characterize all patterns that allow the Perron property, 
which leaves an intriguing open problem. It seems that in a broad class of 
eigenvalue-related qualitative problems, one of the two standard questions 
(require or allow) is substantially more difficult than the other. 
Since the main results of this paper are stated in terms of the cycle 
structure of a sign-pattern matrix A = (uij), we define a product of the form 
in which the indices i,, i,, . . , i, are distinct, to be a simple cycle of length k. 
Note that a diagonal entry is a simple cycle of length 1. If y contains an odd 
(respectively, even) number of negative entries and no entries equal to zero, 
then y is said to be a negative (respectively, positive) k-cycle. 
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1. SIGN PA-I-TERNS THAT REQUIRE THE PERRON PROPERTY 
If all simple cycles of a sign-pattern matrix A are nonnegative, we call A 
cychZZy nonnegative. It is known form Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.3 of [l] 
(see also [2]), in somewhat different terms, and not difficult to prove, that an 
irreducible, cyclically nonnegative matrix is signature-similar to an entrywise 
nonnegative matrix. It is clear that any signature similarity of a nonnegative 
matrix is cyclically nonnegative. Our “converse” to the Perron-Frobenius 
theorem is, then, the following: 
TIIEOKEM 1.1. An n-by-n sign-p&tern matrix A requires the Pcrron 
property if and only if A is cyclically nonnegative. 
Proof. Since signature similarity preserves the Perron property, suffi- 
ciency of the condition follows from the Perron-Frobenius theorem and the 
fact that each irreducible component of A is signature-similar to a nonnega- 
tive matrix. 
For necessity, assume that A is not cyclically nonnegative. Then A has a 
negative simple cycle y of length k, for some k in the set { 1,2,. . , n). Define 
the real n-by-n matrix B,(O) = (b,,(O>,j) by 
if uij=+ andisanentryiny, 
aij = - and is an entry in y, 
Then B,(O) has k distinct nonzero eigenvalues equal to the k complex k th 
roots of - 1. If k is even, these eigenvalues are k /2 nonreal conjugate pairs 
with modulus equal to 1; if k is odd, they are (k - I)/2 nonreal conjugate 
pairs with modulus equal to 1 and the real eigenvalue - 1. Now define the 
real n-by-n matrix By(e) = (17y(e)i.i) as follows: 
I 
1 if aij = + and is an entry in y, 
-1 if uij=- andisanentryiny, 
by(E)ij = E if uii = + and is not an entry in y, 
--E if uij=- andisnotanentryin y. 
0 elsewhere 
for E > 0. Then By(c) is a perturbation of the matrix B,(O) that is in the 
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sign-pattern class of A. For sufficiently small E, By(e) has k distinct 
eigenvalues close to the complex roots of - 1, while its remaining eigenval- 
ues are near 0. Consequently the sign-pattern class of A contains a matrix 
that does not have the Perron property. n 
2. SIGN PATTERNS THAT ALLOW THE PERRON PROPERTY 
In order to apply the Pen-on-Frobenius theory in studying the allow 
question, it is useful to identify the nonnegutive put-t of a real [or sign-pat- 
tern] matrix A. We denote by A+ the entrywise nonnegative [or (0, +)] 
matrix obtained from A by replacing each negative [or -1 entry with 0. 
A nonnegative matrix is said to be primitive if some positive integral 
power of it is positive, an entirely combinatorial (that is, dependent only on 
the +, 0 pattern) notion. A nonnegative irreducible matrix is primitive 
exactly when it has only one eigenvalue of maximum modulus, namely, the 
spectral radius. Denote by g the greatest common divisor of all the lengths 
of the cycles in a nonnegative, irreducible matrix. Then an irreducible 
nonnegative matrix A is primitive if and only if g = 1 [3]. Suppose that the 
nonnegative part of an n-by-n sign pattern matrix A has a primitive principal 
submatrix A + [ (w ] lying in the rows and columns indicated by the index set (Y. 
(If there are others, we ignore them.) Then we can use a continuity/per- 
turbation argument similar to the one given in the proof of Theorem 1.1 to 
show that A allows the Perron property. In particular, let B,(O) = (I?,(O),,) 
be the (0,l) matrix in the sign-pattern class of A + [ CX] defined by 
up, i.j = 
I if uij=+ and i,jscu, 
o 
elsewhere, 
and define the real matrix B(E)=(~(E)~~) in the sign-pattern class of A by 
I 
1 if aij=+ and i,jEa, 
b(E)ii = E 
if uij=+ and iorjga, 
-E if aij=-, 
0 elsewhere. 
Since B,(O) is primitive, and B(O) has the same eigenvalues as B,(O) except 
for additional zeros, B(O) has exactly one eigenvalue of maximum modulus, 
namely, the spectral radius. Consequently, for sufficiently small E, the 
eigenvalue of B(E) corresponding to the spectral radius of B(O) remains real, 
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since the perturbed eigenvalue stays isolated from all other eigenvalues for 
sufficiently small l , and thus cannot combine with another real eigenvalue to 
bifurcate off the real axis and form a complex conjugate pair. Furthermore, 
for sufficiently small E, this eigenvalue remains strictly greater than all others 
in absolute value. We conclude that B(E) has its spectral radius as an 
eigenvalue, and that A allows the Perron property. 
We would like to generalize this sufficient condition as much as possible. 
To this end, we define an n-by-n real (or sign-pattern) matrix to be k-cyclic 
if each of its nonzero simple cycles has length that is some multiple of the 
positive integer k. Of course, any matrix that has nonzero cycles is I-cyclic, 
and a k-cyclic matrix, k > 1, must have all diagonal entries equal to zero. In 
the spirit of k-cyclic matrices, we extend the notion of primitive to k-primi- 
tive. For k > 2, a nonnegative k-cyclic matrix is said to be k-primitive if it is 
irreducible and has exactly k eigenvalues of maximum modulus. Note that a 
principal submatrix of a k-cyclic matrix is again k-cyclic. 
It is useful to note an algebraic property of the characteristic polynomial 
of an n-by-n k-cyclic matrix B. If n = mk + r for some positive integers m 
and r, then it is not difficult to see that the characteristic polynomial of B 
has the form 
(2.20) 
in which cxi=fE,(B), i=k,gk,..., mk, with E,(B) the sum of the (y) 
i-by-i principle minors of B. If A is a root of P,(x), then all kth complex 
roots of I times A are also zeros of the characteristic polynomial, since P,(x) 
may be considered as a product of polynomials with one term being a 
polynomial in rk. 
If k, is a multiple of k,, then a k,-cyclic matrix is also k,-cyclic. It is 
important to identify the maximum k for which a matrix is k-cyclic, and 
therefore we introduce the notion of strictly k-cyclic. A k-cyclic matrix A 
(either real or sign-pattern) is said to be strictly k-cyclic if there is no integer 
j > k such that A is j-cyclic. 
With all the needed definitions now made, we state and then prove the 
following results. 
hX4MA 2.1. An n-by-n, irreducible, nonnegative matrix is k-primitive if 
and only if it is strictly k-cyclic. 
We note that Lemma 2.1 shows that k-primitivity is also a combinatorial 
concept that may be ascribed to a (+, 0) sign-pattern matrix exactly when 
one, and therefore every, matrix in the sign-pattern class is k-primitive. 
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LEMMA 2.2. A strictly k-cyclic sign pattern matrix A allows the Perron 
property iLf A, has an irreducible principal submatrix that is k-primitive if 
k > 2, or is primitive if k = 1. 
Lemma 2.2 identifies a class of sign-pattern matrices that allow the 
Perron property. The following examples illustrate why a slight generaliza- 
tion (included in the theorem to follow) may include them all. Consider the 
l-cyclic sign pattern matrices 
I I 
0 + 0 






have no primitive principal submatrices. Consequently Lemma 2.2 excludes 
these matrices. Calculation of the eigenvalues for the matrices in the sign- 
I lo - -1 
+ 
0 
pattern class of either matrix shows that the Perron property is not allowed. 
However, if the diagonal entry is replaced by 0 in each case, then A, and A, 
become 2-cyclic, and both allow (in fact, require) the Perron property. 
A natural question now arises: Does Lemma 2.2 identify the entire class 
of sign patterns for the allow question? Since signature similarity preserves 
the Perron property, we know immediately that the answer to this question is 
no. However, if we combine signature similarity with the result of Lemma 
2.2, we obtain the following: 
TIWOREM 2.3. IRt A be an n-by-n strictly k-cyclic sign-pattern matrix. 
Then A allows the Perron property if A is signature-similar to a matrix A 
whose nonnegative part A, has an irreducible principal submatrix that is 
k-primitive $ k > 2, or is primitive if k = 1. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. This is just a restatement of Romanovsky’s theorem 
[41, which says, in our terms, that the greatest common divisor of the cycle 
lengths is exactly the number of eigenvalues of maximum modulus in an 
irreducible nonnegative matrix. n 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The case k = 1 was considered previously. Let A 
be a strictly k-cyclic sign-pattern matrix (k 2 2), and suppose A+ has an 
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irreducible principal submatrix A+[a] lying in the rows and columns indi- 
cated by the index set (Y. Let B,(O) be the (0,l) matrix in the sign-pattern 
class of A+ [a]. Define the real matrix B(E) = (b(E)ij) in the sign-pattern 
class of A by 
1 if aij=+ and i,jea, 
b(E)ij = ’ 
if aij = + and i or j 6 LY, 
--E if uii = -, 
0 elsewhere 
for E > 0. Since B(O) has the same eigenvalues as B,(O) except for additional 
zeros, and B,(O) is k-primitive, B(O) has exactly k eigenvalues of maximum 
modulus. Because A is k-cyclic, the property noted below the characteristic 
equation (2.0) implies that for sufficiently small E, B = B(E) has exactly k 
eigenvalues of maximum modulus, each of which must be a perturbation of a 
different one of the k eigenvalues of maximum modulus of B(O). Since B is a 
real matrix, the perturbation of the spectral radius of B(O) must stay on the 
real axis for sufficiently small E. We conclude that B has its spectral radius as 
an eigenvalue, and that A allows the Perron property. n 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Sufficiency follows from Lemma 2.2 and from the 
fact that a signature similarity of a strictly k-cyclic matrix is also strictly 
k-cyclic. 
3. REMARKS 
As mentioned earlier, the class of sign-pattern matrices allowing the 
Perron property, that is, satisfying Theorem 2.3, is quite large. For example, 
any sign-pattern matrix that has a positive diagonal entry or any 2-cyclic 
matrix that contains a positive 2-cycle allows the Perron property. AS a 
further example, let A be any 2-cyclic matrix that is signature-similar to a 
matrix A whose nonnegative part A+ has the following irreducible subma- 
trix: 
0 + 0 0 0 0 
0 0 + 0 0 0 
0 0 0 + 0 0 
+ 0 0 0 + 0 
0 0 0 0 0 + 
_+ 0 0 0 0 0 
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Since the bcycle u,~u~~~u~~-(u,~ and the Ci-cycle u a. a. u 12 20 .3-l 45Ui3iUf5l are the 
only nonzero cycles in the suhmatrix, it follows that it is an irreducible, 
nonnegative, strictly %cyclic sign-pattern matrix. Thus the submatrix is 
Z-primitive, and, by Theorem 2.3, A allows its spectral radius as an eigen- 
value. 
In addition to the sign patterns identified in Theorem 2.3, we note that 
any sign-pattern matrix that has no nonzcro cycles at all also allows (in fact, 
requires) the Perron property, as the spectral radius is identically zero. Other 
than these, we know of no sign patterns that allow the Perron property. Thus 
a complete characterization and, in particular, whether all have been identi- 
fied here are natural further questions. 
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